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What is a Volatility Smile?
It is the relationship between implied volatility
and strike price for options with a certain
maturity
The volatility smile for European call options
should be exactly the same as that for
European put options
The same is at least approximately true for
American options
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Why the Volatility Smile is the Same
for Calls and Put
Put-call parity p +S0e-qT = c +K e–r T holds for market
prices (pmkt and cmkt) and for Black-Scholes prices (pbs
and cbs)
It follows that pmkt-pbs=cmkt-cbs
When pbs=pmkt, it must be true that cbs=cmkt
It follows that the implied volatility calculated from a
European call option should be the same as that
calculated from a European put option when both
have the same strike price and maturity
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The Volatility Smile for Foreign
Currency Options
Implied
Volatility

Strike
Price
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Implied Distribution for Foreign Currency
Options

Both tails are heavier than the lognormal
distribution
It is also “more peaked” than the lognormal
distribution
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The Volatility Smile for Equity
Options
Implied
Volatility

Strike
Price
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Implied Distribution for Equity
Options
The left tail is heavier and the right tail
is less heavy than the lognormal
distribution
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Other Volatility Smiles?
What is the volatility smile if
• True distribution has a less heavy left tail and
heavier right tail
• True distribution has both a less heavy left tail
and a less heavy right tail
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Ways of Characterizing the Volatility
Smiles
Plot implied volatility against K/S0 (The volatility smile is
then more stable)
Plot implied volatility against K/F0 (Traders usually define
an option as at-the-money when K equals the forward
price, F0, not when it equals the spot price S0)
Plot implied volatility against delta of the option (This
approach allows the volatility smile to be applied to some
non-standard options. At-the money is defined as a call
with a delta of 0.5 or a put with a delta of −0.5.)
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Possible Causes of Volatility Smile
Asset price exhibits jumps rather than
continuous changes
Volatility for asset price is stochastic
In the case of an exchange rate volatility is not
heavily correlated with the exchange rate. The
effect of a stochastic volatility is to create a
symmetrical smile
In the case of equities volatility is negatively related
to stock prices because of the impact of leverage.
This is consistent with the skew that is observed in
practice
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Volatility Term Structure
In addition to calculating a volatility smile,
traders also calculate a volatility term
structure
This shows the variation of implied volatility
with the time to maturity of the option
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Volatility Term Structure
The volatility term structure tends to be
downward sloping when volatility is high and
upward sloping when it is low
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Example of a Volatility Surface
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Greek Letters
If the Black-Scholes price, cBS is expressed as
a function of the stock price, S, and the
implied volatility, σimp, the delta of a call is
∂cBS ∂cBS ∂σimp
+
∂S ∂σimp ∂S

Is the delta higher or lower than
∂cBS
∂S
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Market Skews
Dominating fact since 1987 crash: strong negative skew on
Equity Markets
σ impl
K

Not a general phenomenon
Gold: σ impl

FX:
σ impl
K

K

We focus on Equity Markets.
What would be the shape of imp vol in BTC options?
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BTC Options Imp Vol
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Skews
Volatility Skew: slope of implied volatility as a
function of Strike
Link with Skewness (asymmetry) of the Risk
Neutral density function ϕ ?
Moments
1
2
3
4

Statistics
Expectation
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

Finance
FWD price
Level of implied vol
Slope of implied vol
Convexity of implied vol
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Why Volatility Skews?
Market prices governed by
a) Anticipated dynamics (future behavior of volatility or
jumps)
b) Supply and Demand

σ impl

Market Skew
Th. Skew
K
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Modeling Uncertainty
Main ingredients for spot modeling
Many small shocks: Brownian Motion
S
(continuous prices)
t

A few big shocks: Poisson process (jumps)
S

t

Or Many big shocks: Lévy Process (GH)
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Mechanisms to produce Skews (1)
To obtain downward sloping implied
volatilities
σimpl
K

a) Negative link between prices and volatility
b) Downward jumps
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Mechanisms to produce Skews (2)
a) Negative link between prices and volatility

S1

S2

b) Downward jumps
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Extracting information

MEXBOL: Option Prices
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Non parametric fit of implied
vols
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Risk Neutral density
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S&P 500: Option Prices
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Non parametric fit of implied
vols
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Risk Neutral densities
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Implied Volatilities
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